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Art. XIV. - Notes on the Bhojpuri Dialect of Hindi, spoken

in Western Behar. By JOHN BEAMES, Esq ., B .C .S .,

Magistrate of Chumparun.

[ Read February 17, 1867.]

THE Bhojpuri dialect is spoken in the British districts of

Chumparun, Sarun, Shahabad, Ghazipoor, Aziingurh, and

Goruckpore, by a population which probably amounts to five

millions. It is not, of course , the same in all these districts ;

but through all its variations it preserves the same general

features, such as the use of the substantive verb bhá or bá,

the perfect in il, and other points of difference from the

classical or literary type of Hindí. It is largely used as a

written medium of communication by native merchants, and

in all the transactions of the rural population , such as village

accounts, leases , receipts, and so forth. The character is a

variation of the Devanagarí, formed by omitting the hori

zontal top line, and is strikingly similar to the Gujarátí

character, so much so that a work printed in that language

can be read by a native of Chumparun. In the following

remarks, however, I shall use the Devanagari character as

more generally understood in Europe.

It is expected of one who writes on the modern Indian

dialects that he should trace the origin of the forms from

Sanskrit through the Prakrit, and I shall endeavour as far

as I can to do this ; but it must be remembered that the sub

ject of Prakrit is involved in much obscurity, and that in

India the difficulty of procuring books is very considerable .

The greater part of the literary treasures of India is now

in London and other European capitals ; and we are con

stantly , in our search for manuscripts and copies of celebrated

works, told by natives that they are not now to be procured .

As an instance of this, I lately endeavoured to obtain a copy

of the whole or part of the Prithi Raja Rasa of Chand.

After vainly inquiring in Calcutta, Benares, and other large
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cities, I found that only one manuscriptwas known to be in

existence in the whole of the Bengal Presidency, and that

was in the Library of St. John's College at Agra. Whereas,

therefore, we in India possess an advantage over scholars in

Europe, in being able to hear the various dialects in the

mouths of the people, and thus have a great command of

facts, we are far behind them in the matter of apparatus

criticus. The learned researches of German scholars seldom

reach us, except by accident, — we are, necessarily , ignorant of

the progress of philological science, and it is therefore safer

for us to establish a division of labour, and to confine our

selves to supplying facts for the information of our more

fortunate fellow -labourers in Europe. Certain salient points,

however, exist which may be noted with advantage, and to

these I shall confine myself.

The name Bhojpuri, usually applied to this dialect, is

derived from the ancient town of Bhojpur, in the district

of Shahabad , situated a few miles south of the Ganges, and

aboutsixty miles west of Patna. It is now a mere village,

but was formerly a place of great importance, as the head

quarters of the large and powerful clan of Rajpoots, whose

head is the present Maharaja of Doomraon , and who rallied

round the standard of the grand old chief Kunwar Singh in

the mutiny of 1857 . Readers of the entertaining “ Sair-ul

Mutakherin ” will remember how often the Mahomedan Soubas

of Azimabad (Patna ) found it necessary to chastise the tur

bulent Zemindars of Bhojpur, and how little the latter seemed

to profit by the lesson . It is remarkable that throughout the

area of the Bhojpuri language a spirit of bigoted devotion to

the old Hindu faith still exists, and that the proportion of

Mahomedans to Hindus is very small. Rajpoots everywhere

predominate , together with a caste called Bábhans (2147)

or Bhuinhárs (HTETT = landleute), who appear to be a sort

of bastard Brahmins, and concerning whose origin many

curious legends are told . The Maharaja of Bettiah in the

Chumparun district is of this caste , though he is pleased to

call himself a Brahmin .

I consider that the purest form of the Bhojpuri is to be
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found in Chumparun and Eastern Goruckpore. The Sarun

people clip their words, and the Shahabad folk have been

exposed to constant contact with other people, so that they

have in many respects assimilated their speech to that of the

townsmen and educated classes. Chumparun , lying far from

the great highways of India , has remained in comparative

obscurity . The valour of the Rajpoots has protected their

country from Musulman invasion ,and as its name (Chumparun

EROTTH = “ the forest of the Champak tree" ), implies, itwas

probably for many years a vast tract of almost impenetrable

forest. Indeed , even in the present day, there are dense

jungles in many parts of the district. From these causes the

ancient speech has preserved its purity more in Chumparun

than elsewhere ; and the remarks I shall make will have re

ference chiefly to this district, though I shall also note any

peculiarities in the dialects of other districts which may be

known here, or seem deserving of mention.

The use of the compound consonants is unknown, and in

writing the words of the language I shall therefore insert a

viráma wherever there is any risk of obscurity, but in general

the rules observed in Hindi may be applied , remembering

that in some cases, e.g. the second person singular future, the

final inherent vowel is distinctly heard (karba or körbő),

while in the first person of the sametense it is mute (karab).

In such cases as these the viráma will be used .

Imay also call attention to the fact that the proper name

for the vernacular of the valley of the Ganges when unmixed

with Persian words is not Hindví, nor Hindúí, nor Hindoui,

nor Hindavi, but plain and simple Hindi fecit , and that all

the distinctions drawn by some writers between the words

Hindi and Hindúí are purely imaginary. Both words mean

the same thing, but those formswhich contain the v are more

used by the illiterate and by Mahomedans.

1.

The sounds are in general the same as those in Sanskrit, and are

expressed by the same letters, the vowels and 7 , however, are

unknown, and the compound or Guna vowels T and T are preferen

tially written yg and 3 ; so also the Vriddhi vowels û and it are
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expressed by अई or आइ and अऊ or आउ; but generally very little

difference is observed between these two classes of sounds. This habit

of writing the compound vowels by their elements is probably attribut

able to the fact that they are, as in Prakrit, derived by the elision of a

consonant, and that a half-obscured memory of their origin tends to

retain for them a separate existence in writing, and to a certain extent

in speaking. It is not uncommon, for instance, to hear the word

kaisan (Hindi kaisa ) pronounced ka-isan , and it is generally written

aha.

With regard to the consonants, it is noticeable that their regular

elision in the middle of a word , leaving a hiatus, is one of those cha

racteristics of the Maháráshțri and Saurasení Prakrits, especially of the

former, which seems to militate against the supposition that the Mar

áthí and Hindí were derived from Sanskrit through them . For in

stance, the mutilated form fout ni-o -o for the Sanskrit faut

niyogo, can never be the parent of the Hindi foto nijog. A fact

observable in Bhojpurí, however , seems to me to throw some light on

this point; it is this, that many words are written with their full com

plement of consonants, but in speaking only a few can be heard. Thus

the word indára , “ a well," sounds in 'ára ; and even the few Persian

words in use have not escaped,ja bandishwar, “ an opium con

tractor," sounds regularly ban'swar. So also in the infinitive dho’ewaste ,

dekh’e jáet, are heard for dhone ke wásțe, dekhne ko játá ; saak for

5ah sarak, “ a road,” and many others. . Weconclude, then, that the

Prakrit of the plays is written more according to sound than etymology,

and that the letters so frequently dropped represent the blurred in

articulate pronunciation of the peasantry, half-contemptnously mimicked

by the Sanskrit playwrights. In Paliwe do not find these numerous

hiatus and droppings of consonants ; and in the Mágadhí, from which

it is derived , even the Prakrit grammarians notice that the elision of

consonants is less frequent than in the principal dialect. Owing to

religious influences, the modern Marathi has in so many instances

borrowed the old pure Sanskrit words again that we cannot reason

upon the Maháráshțrí Prakrit from it.

Another peculiarity in Bhojpuri is its tendency to substitute medials

for tenues. Thus we hear aftoranti for the Hiudí ant“ to throw,"

fHttpi for faTTTT “ to return,” TUTT “ a parrot,” for Tal, etc.

T is constantly substituted for . Thus afTe “ black ," for

atat; " a plough,” for g ; ata “ a bull," for a ; a
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“ turmeric,” for gaet; “ a plantain,” forGT; TOT " a small

sort of gourd," for पलवल मुरई " a radish," for मूली; अंगुरी “ finger , "

for at; and very many others. A dissyllabic word containing two

open long syllables, like the word aa quoted above, generally

takes an incrementary syllable , - T or 37 (more frequently the

latter), which increment has the effect of shortening the first syllable,

as we have just seen in afry. Thus they say “ a mango

tree,” for Hindi A , a for azt, 5171 for ET, agent for eaa ,

घसुत्रा for घांस , etc. In the first and third of these words the e is

pronounced short, as in English , reminding one of Lassen 's discovery

that e and o are short as well as long in Prakrit. There is an un

checked license in this respect which gives a singular type to the lan

guage. Somemen always add the uí, others rarely. In Shahabad it

sounds ik more than ud ; but so confirmed is this habit that even

marduá, for the Persian mard , “ a man," is heard ; and the English

“ box” becomes a baksuá. This habit is evidently of great

antiquity, as it is seen in names of towns and villages; thus Rámpúr

becomes in Chumparun Rámpúrwá ; Tirkúla (Sanskrit foa :) Tir

kúliá and Tirkuluá,and even Mahuá is called Mahủwuwa, a word almost

unpronounceable, and yet I know five or six villages of this name.

Sh is invariably pronounced s both in Hindi and Persian words.

This agrees with Vararuchi xi. 2 (Lassen, p . 391), as far as goes,

and would be a Mágadhí type. I am unwilling, however, to admit the

connection of Bhojpuri with Mágadhí — 1st. Because there exists an

other dialect called Magadh or Magarh ( 5 ) spoken in Gya and Patna

which differs from Bhojpurí, and has the best claim to the title .

2nd. Because I think there is evidence of great changes having taken

place in the localities of certain tribes and classes since the days of

Prakrit. Roughly speaking, Maháráshtrí should be the parent of the

modern Marathi, Saurasení that of Hindí proper, Magadhi of Magadh,

Paişáchí of Nepalese, Apabhranși of Sindhí; but in taking up any

dialect now spoken in India it is impossible to avoid being struck by

the mixture of types from all the Prakrit dialects thatmeets the eye.

It would takeme too far from the limits of this sketch to work out this

point thoroughly, nor have I the machinery nor the ability for the task ;

but I mention it as a fact patent to the most cursory observer.

The above are the chief points of note in the pronunciation of this

dialect. I proceed to the various parts of speech .

The noun is declined precisely as in Hindi, with the usual affixes kú,

VOL. 111. – [NEW SERIES.]
32
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ke, kl, ko , etc. ; but there is a tendency to confusion of forms. Thus we

hear ke used where the accusative or dative is evidently intended, and

occasionally ko for kå of the genitive.' In ordinary conversation in

Bhojpurí, and often in other dialects of Hindſ, the distinction between

ká, ke, and ki is lost sight of, all three forms being merged in an

obscure for kr. For @ se et son is commonly used ,as also off thiņ ;

and for UT often uft pari. The plural is preferentially expressed by

adding 7 or to the singular ; and in all nouns except those

ending in it nom . and T oblique, there is generally no distinction of

form between the two numbers. In the oblique cases of the plural,

however, we occasionally find the termination w corresponding to the

ut of Hindí, thus tota at “ of people ; ” also , when with more

emphasis, traitant . This is similar to the old Hindi form .

The pronoun affords , on the contrary, great varieties of form , and it

is in it that some of the most striking peculiarities of this dialect are

exhibited. I give the personal pronouns in full.

FIRST person.

SINGULAR . PLURAL.

I, A We, gaat

Ofme, GHT TATT EAT THT Of us, EHIT (also Eatan).
Tome, To us, i giat HTTQ

me, us, 1 (and ant).

From , From, हमनी सों , etc.हमरासों
on , etc. ATT ÊT, H , etc. I etc., u3.JPTTIT,etc . 54 (TAT

हमरा के

me.

_ thee ( तुहरा के

(Shahabad मोह सो )

moah son .

SECOND PERSON .

Thou, je , ã | Ye, dett, et

Ofthee, JET JETT JET of you, JETT, geta

To thee, To you,

"" तुहरा के तुहनी के
you,

Fromthee, तुहरा सों | From you , JETTAI- Detajetc.

In the first person the true singular (# of the Hindí)does not exist.

The form go is used for both singular and plural, and the plural form

1 Analogous to this is the use of the affix ko for the usual ke or karke in the

Maithil dialect (Tirhút),where they say aaaa , acat, for the ordinary

दखके and देखकर्क , ‘- having seen. "
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given above is only used when the notion of plurality requires to be

distinctly enforced, and even then the forms हम सब, हम लोग (or

frequently HT atu ), are commonly heard . The only true plural

form is that of the genitive, which , together with its analogue TETT,

exhibits a near approach to classical Hindí. Theablative form te et

is the only one which recalls the Hindi singular , but I cannot say I

have ever heard it in Chumparun. In the second person the singular

is used in a familiar or half-contemptuous way . The respectful method

of address corresponding to the Hindí ty is TETT or TITT, raurá,

with a plural TBT98 , rauranh,which is declined regularly as a noun.

The oblique cases of the second person may also be written ,

atĘTT, etc. Of course, in a language which is so seldom committed

to writing in a serious way (for in writing accounts and the like every

one seems to follow his own ideas), much diversity of spelling must

exist ; and as I am recording the forms of this dialect only from what

I hear around me every day, I must confess to being very much in

doubt about the correct spelling of many words.

The form Tai rawán is also heard for TBTT, and suggests a pos

sible connection with the Sanskrit Hai, perhaps with an incorporation

of the particle for vi in some way. This is a mere conjecture, how

ever, and I can offer no certain clue to the origin of the word .

The pronoun of the third person is of two kinds,— the proximate ,

V , or Î ; the remote 57 , T, or Et : bere the old rule of the palatal

sounds expressing nearness, and the labials, distance, comes out clearly

as in the Hindí yg and Te , and so many other languages. The

declension is as follows:

Singular, T this (he). ओ that (he).

N . Tor (raro f ), this. T or et (raro FT), that.

G . एकर(Shah. करा), of this. | 301 (Shah. waitt), of that,

Acc. इकरा के and एके, this. उकरा के and ओके, that.

Ab. Tât, from this. utai, from that.

etc. etc. etc. etc .

Plural.

N . Tê , these. those.

G . 7907 ogt of, of these. Baat OTT of , of those.

Acc.ggatta , hã ,these. egatta , Barã , those.

Ab. नकरासोंड्नसों,fromthese. | उनकरासों उन सों , fromthose.

etc. etc. etc. etc.

I BÈ ,
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It will be observed that the post-positions can be added either to the

direct base, i.e. nominative , or to the secondary , i.e. inflected base ;

in the former case, being mere signs of inflection ; in the latter,

true post-positions, as in Latin or Greek. The latter form is more

used when emphasis is required. The Hindí dialects are in an un

settled and transitional condition in respect of these particles. Thus

we find that in the singular the particles are always appended to the

direct base, while in the plural they are attached to an inflected base.

Thugweاکلیب,وکلیب, say etc .,in the singular ,but ,.etc,وکنوليب

in the plural. In nouns ending in á , we have, even in the singular, an

inflected base for the post-position ; thus from 1995 ghorá we have

Bens ghore ká. Thus, at least, the grammarians tell us, though

B1905 is a not uncommon vulgarism .

The several series of pronouns and pronominal adverbs are not quite

so perfect as in Hindí. They are as follows:

1. Place - 15 ai where ? 2 . Time- a at when ?

इहवां here. ए बेर now.

उहवां there. - then .

जहवां wherever . जे बेर whenever.

तहवां there. ते बेर then.

3. Quantity 4 . Quality

कतेक or कितेक how much? are ( 1787) what like?

अतेक this much. ऐसन like this.

उतेक that much . वैसन like that.

जतेक however much . जैसन whatever like.

so much. तैसन such like.

5 . Direction - ant, ona whither ?

TAT, Tâ hither.

GRT, Ba thither.

SAT, 5a whithersoever.

QRT, ata thither .

The series of place may also be expressed by केठाई, केठां, etc., and

that of direction by a TT , etc.

The other pronouns may be given in comparison with the Hindi,

thus ,

के , gen. केकर , Shah. किकरा, etc.

कह kehu, gen. केहू का , etc.
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4 किछ, कौनो, the former means “ nothing ,” as किकु ना जानत

arit , “ we know nothing ;" the latter is an adjective,

meaning " none, " " no, ” as कौनो उपाय नहीं , “ there is

_ no remedy. "

- काहे .

L5 का .

कभीउ .ं

- कनहीं .

जे जे केह.

Past
Prinde case,

बिहार

The verb in all its forms is best exhibited in comparison with the

Hindi verb , as the arrangement of tenses is the same in both .

Infinitive , जानना , to know, knowing (the act of).

जान्ने का , of knowing.

Present participle, जानत, knowing. H. नानता.

जानता . (This form is rarely used .)

Plural, जानत.

जानते. H. नानते .

Past participle, जानल, जानिल, जानिला H. बाना, known,having

Oblique case, जानिले पर, सों , etc. ) known.

Future participle, जानिहार, knower, or about to know. H.जान्नेवाला .

( Agent.)

PRESENT TENSE .

Sing. हम , तह, उह जानत बा , I am knowing, etc. H. जान्ता इं , etc.

____ H. जान्ते हैं .

PAST TENSE. ( H . मैं जाना - हम जाने , etc.)

SINGULAR. PLURAL.

1. हम जानिली, I knew. हमनी जानिली, we knew.

2. तुंह जानिल , thou knewest. तोहनी जानिलह, ye knew.

3. उह जानिल, he knew. उहे जानिलन् , they knew.

(Variant of 3rd pers. जानिलस.) | (Variant of 3rd pers. जानिला. )

FUTURE TENSE. ( H. जानूंगा , etc.)

1. जानब, I shall know .
Same as singular.

2. जानब, thou shalt know.

3. जानि , he shall know. 3. जानिहीं , they shall know .

IMPERATIVE. ( H. जान, जानो.).

बान, know thou. | जानो , know ye.

Pl. Id .
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Past

The compound tenses in Hindí are, as is well known, nine, and may

be thus classified .

( Present, verb subst.J a

A . Present participle + Past „ „ AT 2 .

( Future „ „ TT TTTT 3.

Present „ „ TTT 4 .

B. Past participle + जाना था

( Future „ „ FTAT ETOTT 6 .

Present » „ S ara 7 .

C . Future participle + Past , „ TATTUT 8.

(Agent.) ( Future „ „ ITA CI TOT 9.

The same array offormsmay be produced in Bhojpurí by a combina

tion of the three participles A. जानत, B. जानल, C. जानिहार, with

the following. For the present, the verb substantive at, for the past,

TEC , and for the future, R & . In an uncultivated dialect like this,

however, refinement of speech cannot be looked for,and consequently

the Bhojpuri peasant as a rule confines himself to the three simple

tenses given in the paradigm above. The use of a , however, is very

frequent, aud its variations very great. First wehave at in Shahabad

भा ), then बटे or बाटे , बारू and बारूआ; and, lastly , a declinable

form (the others being indeclinable), which , though the same for both

singular and plural, varies for the persons, thus

1st person, Haag arst , I am , we are looking.

2nd „ teza att (bára ), thou art, ye are looking.

3rd „ Bezea arra , he is, they are looking.

I generally hear this form used in asking questions and in replying

to them ; in narrative the other indeclinable formsare used.

For the Hindí eft, which is unknown, the past tense of the verb

Teat, “ to stay,” is in use ; and the future exhibits & , the regular

future of TGT, “ to be," the conjugation ofwhich willbe given hereafter.

There are also some fragmentary forms in use . The dialect being

an expressive one, in its rude way, indulges much in enclitics (thegá,

ToT , as they call them , Anglice, tags). Thus we hear afgaitt , “ I

say,” probably a corruption ofan art, as I do not remember to

have heard this particular tag used with any other verb. Another

1 Since writing the above I have heard the words art, “ I am going,"

and ayatt , (ban tarin ) for aifeart, “ I am tying,” so that probably
the phrase is a common one.
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favourite is o , which is added to the end of a sentence, however long ,

and gives a certain accent of conviction or energy, as we should say,

“ Don't you see ? ” Take for example the following sentence : atent

Q HEIGTfan and, which means, “ Well, but you

get two rupees a month you know , recollect that.” The words in

italics are all expressed by j , accompanied by a certain turn of the

voice and gesture with the hands and shoulders, which must be seen to

be appreciated. (pronounced ha ! or ho!) is also added to commands,

as jáha ! " go ! go! Others are eit (Sansk . f ), i ( id.), oft and

नों , etc.

It is expedient to exhibit the conjugation of a verb whose root ends

in HT, as such verbs deviate in some points from others. I take the

verb परानां, to fly ( Hindi भागना).

Present participle, 9717a , flying .

UTTGT (rare ) id .

Past participle, UTE , fled .

Future participle, UTIFTETT , about to fly .

Present Tense.

Sing. all three persons,utan aT, Iam flying.

Plural » » »

Past Tense.

SINGULAR. PLURAL.

GH UTTETI fled . हमनी परारीं we fled.

तुहं पराइल thon fiedst. तोहनी पराइलहु ye fled.

उह पराइल he fled . BETTET they fled .

Var. YTTEETH

Future Tense.

1. CA PTITE Iwill fly. i 1.
2 . TE UTTICO thou wilt fly . 2. Same as singular.

3. BE ATTC (orof) he will fly . 1 3. BE USTEET they will fly.

Imperative, qtta (paráwa or -wo), fly ye .

The Passive is expressed by the following form :

Present, हम पकड़ाइत बा I amseized , or पकड़ाइल जात बा .

Past, Taçiç i he has been seized .

Future, उह पकड़ा he will be seized , or पकड़ाइल जाइ.

The form , usually appropriated in classical Hindí to the causal verb,

being thus used for the passive, recourse is had to the other available
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semi-vowel q to form the causal, which sounds therefore ffaqator

fectat, “ to shew .”

Present, faroa aitt.

Past, दिखाउलीं or दिखउली or दिखौली, etc.

Future, दिखाब,दिखाउब , etc., also दिखाएब् , etc.

The verbswhich, in Hindí, form their preterites in a manner peculiar

to themselves, have the same special forms in Bhojpurí. Thus

करना to do. Pret. act or aftalt .

जाना to go. hat.

मरना to die. मूली and मूअली.

(Also Wat).

The indefinite participle,which in Hindí ends in ait or ân , is rarely

used ; in its stead the oblique form of the past participle is commonly

heard ,asof at - Ta AT, " on knowing," " on going.” In some

sentences, however, the participle in ke is used,asHAqaga ,“ having

thoroughly understood.” I suspect such phrases are recent importations

from Hindí.

I have left till the last the aorist, because I almost doubt of its

existence. In Urdú this tense is generally used as a vague present, in

contrast to the definite present in tá :- wuh kahán jáe, " where is he

going ? ” but abhi játá hai, “ he is going at once.” Such a delicate

distinction is beyond the comprehension of our simple peasantry . The

only time I am sensible of the existence of a sort of aorist is when a

man says, “ May I take leave ? ” = ab hum jáin, va ga I , which

is literally, “ now I go,” said with a questioning tone. If there be any

such tense it differs only from the Hindí in sounding for t in the

first and third persons of the plural ; and here, again , I half suspect

copying from the Hindí.

The prohibitive particle HQ of the Hindí imperative is not in use ;

is used .

It must further be noted that the utmost confusion exists in the

application of the above rules, so that you hear, e.g . UTETT as the future

of पीटनां, “ to beat,” कउचावत् रहल, as the imperfect of कौचाना,

“ to steal,” and the like. I have endeavoured, however, with the aid of

the best-informed natives, to select and exhibit themost accurate and

widely used forms.

In this place should be noticed the form of a verbalnoun in â or a .

Examples of this form are para a gara sunbe na kailan , “ they would

not give me a hearing,” ura a af ábe na karila, “ you would not
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(even ) come,” eta art # 9 hove kari aisan , “ itwill probably be so,"

“ it may be expected to be so.” On comparing this form with Bengali

expressions, such as pfaata 90 köribár jönyo, “ for the sake of

doing,” and the Gujarátí infinitive which ends in gj as gaaj agi karvun ,

levun , etc .; and again with the two infinitives in Marathi, one ofwhich

ends in B as on karun, the other in it , as auf karnen ; and taking

further into consideration the old Braj infinitive in at, as gaat

jalvaun, we are forced to regard this form also as a true infinitive, or

perhaps a gerund , with a substantive power, similar to that of the

inflected infinitive in a ; and its preservation in the local dialects, after

it has been lost from the classical tongue, supplies an additional link

between the Hindi and other neo -Aryan dialects. Further, the form of

the Bengáli future, as Pfaa kòribó, etc., and the same tense in Bhoj

puri, as ta , etc., gives us in connection with the Latin forms

amabo,amabis, etc.,a clue to its origin in the substantive verb “ to be,”

which has lost its aspirate equally in the neo -Aryans and in the Latin .

The peculiar value of this and similar formations in the local dialects

consists in this, that Urdú has in many respects alienated itself from

the sister languages owing to foreign influences, and the existence of

such forms as these helps us to restore and establish the fundamental

unity of the whole class, even though on a surface view many links

mightseem to have been lost.

The substantive verb tot, “ to be,” though in many respects quite

regular, possesses, however, some forms of a peculiar nature. The

chief noticeable point is the presence of C kh . Thus we have

Bhojpurí. Hindí.

for at being .

होखस U they have been .

होखब # RT I shallbe.

graag „ TOT thou shalt be.

tett (et ) , E TUTT he shall be.

get „ torta be thon (respectful).

These forms arise from the incorporation of the substantive verb e .

This verb, except in the combinations given above, is not declinable,

though the single form a with its negative Te is common. As we

go further east into Tirhut the form is universally employed for

“ is ; ” quite superseding at. De is heard as far east as the Hindi

language goes, viz., as far as 87° 45', where itmerges into the Bengali

UNT65 áchhe. Inasmuch as this last word is clearly a corruption of the

होखत्
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Sanskrit yf ,we have a chain of formswhose relative geographical

position is analogous to their philological. Beginning in Bengal, the

region , par excellence, of well-preserved Sanskrit forms, and going

steadily westwards, we pass in order through the following forms:

onto achhe, e chhe, ê khe, and hai. I am disposed , however, to

place between and , and to regard the latter as sprung from a

hardening of the aspirate, something similar to what takes place re

gularly in the termination 8 h of Persian words, which spring from

a Sanskrit visarga, and become in Armenian 4 g , as wat pretas,

j firishta, Spbznw4 hrieshdag.

The word at is pronounced in Shahabad 277 bhá ; and that this is

the more correct pronunciation is shown by the form of the past tense ,

which is in Chumparun a bhel, in Shahabad Fa or HTC . It is

also evidently derived from the Sanskrit H . The form HT is found in

old Hindí, but in a past sense (Garcin de Tassy ,Gram . Hind. p . 37 ) ;

the most usual form isHut, andHUT is common in modern Hindi for

T all over India .

The form in F of the perfect is of frequent use, and in some constantly

recurring words, as T & T, it loses its and sounds Tre , as in the

phrase atat e Tea for TT , “ was he there at the time or not ? ”

This clipping is a characteristic of the Sarun district.

I now proceed to make a few remarks on the origin and general

relations of the forms of the Bhojpuri verb.

The infinitive retains the anuswara , which appears originally to have

existed in the Hindí. I may mention that even in Urdú at the present

dayنانوه,نانرک I have met many educated natives who always write

honán , karnán , etc., for ligos , Los honá, karná.

The presence of this anuswara leads me to the conclusion that the

infinitive is derived from the neuter form of the verbal substantive in

Sanskrit, and not from the masculine as suggested by Professor Bopp

(Comp. Gram . vol. iii. p . 1233, Eng . ed.) Taking the forms in order of

antiquity, we have first the Sanskrit inam, e.g . ज्वलनं or ज्वलनम् .

( This use of the anuswara is merely a compendium scripturae and not

a pure nasal as in aar: or the like.) Next we find the # resolved into

its two elements, the labial and the nasal. The former element in its

vowel form amalgamates with the inherent short vowel of the preceding

7 and forms at ; the latter becomes a pure anuswára with nasal intona

tion , and the weakening of the # into these two feebler exhibitions of

each of its component elements is compensated for in the ever sensitive
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Hindíby lengthening the art to Gt; thuswe get the Braj form gãi.

The next stage is the Bhojpuri gaat which follows the rule by which

all words in Braj ending in of change this vowel into ºT; lastly, we

get the Hindi and Urdú form CT. In support of this view I may

allege– Firstly , that in the cognate languages the infinitive has always

a neuter form , that is to say, the Gerundial or Noun-infinitive. Thus

the Maráthí has , at , which is shown to be a neuter form by

the neuters of the participles and adjectives, as whã , etc. ; also the

pronouns , ai, etc. Similarly theGujaráti exhibits a as 324 karvun,

“ to do,” als levun, “ to take,” etc., in comparison with the neuters of

participles in 6 and the possessive pronouns 24713 amárun, 11213

tamárun. So also the Bengálí gives mola dekhan , “ to see,” 770

basan , “ to sit,” etc., true neuters. The Sindhí inf. similarly ends in

v and the Uriya in 9 . Secondly , the dissolution of final # into its

elements, and the working up of the dissolved elements, as in the

infinitive, is exemplified in such words as गाओं from ग्राम , नाओं

from नाम, साई from स्वामि ; in the last instance, however ,the palatal

vowel has overcome the labial left by the H .

The form of the present in ñ is a truer present than the ordinary

Hindi in TT, which is really the agent of the Sanskrit. The Braj

form IT leads us to the Sanskrit agent base in a rather than to the

form of the nominative in at, and the feminine form araît points to

the Sanskrit feminine in it . It is, however, possible to imagine that

the Hindí forms in aT and hit arose also out of the presentparticiple in

Sanskrit in this way. The Prakrit form of this participle ends in WT ,

from which we get the Sindhi form in इंदो as मारीदो; a closely

allied form is that in use in the southern parts of the Punjab and as

far north as the boundary of the Barr, HTTTmárendo or HTTET

marenda, “ beating." A step further brings us to the Panjábí proper,

which has two forms; that which is used with a verb ending in a

vowel retains the nasal, as TOZT jáunda, “ going,” but in a verb

which ends in a consonant the nasal is of necessity dropped, and we

hear atkardá , “ doing ,” Eat ghaldá, “ sending ,” etc . This

latter form brings us naturally to the Hindi airit . If this supposition

be the true one, the Bhojpuri would seem to have kept itself outside of

the whole of this process, and to have retained the simple and original

Sanskrit form in wo unchanged. I am not yet in a position to give

an opinion as to which of the two suppositions is the more correct.

The solution of the question depends on the relative antiquity of the
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various dialects, and we have yet to settle whether it is likely or

possible for the Hindí to have borrowed from so obscure a source as

Panjábí. In fact there is much that requires clearing up in the re

lation between the Saurasení, Braj, and themodern Hindi dialects, and

until we know more of the colloquial forms of early Prakrit, the mist

cannot be dispelled . The Prakrit of the poets is clearly not a dialect

that was ever spoken. How far it represents the characteristics of any

spoken dialect is a question. It is, however, clear that each dialectof

Hindí has had an independent existence for centuries, and I think an

independent origin . It cannot be supposed that the Bhojpuri ever

arose out of classical Hindí, or Hindi out of it. The next form that

we have to notice is of itself sufficient to refute any such supposition.

I allude to the past tense with its characteristic T . The generally

received theory concerning this widely-spread form , which is found in

Bengálí, Marathi, Gujarátí, and in one at least of the Hindí dialects,

is that it is derived from the Sanskrit past participle in ~ by a change

of 7 into 7 , thence through and 7 to . This theory has received

the support of the highest authorities, including Bopp and Lassen .

My objections to it are these. In the first place, though the possibility

of such a change cannot be denied , yet the probability is slight. So

great a change must have been gradual and must have left someland

marks. Yet we find the form in existent in Prakrit at the same

time as forms in and G (vide Lassen, Inst. Prak . p. 363), and in the

modern languages no traces of the two latter forms exist. Again , the

dialects which use the form in a have no examples of the form in a

except in such Sanskrit words as they have resuscitated in their old

dress in comparativelymodern times. The argument insisted upon by

both Bopp and Lassen of the existence of a parallel form in the

Slavonic languages militates against their theory, for the Slavonic

people separated themselves from the general stock at a period when

Sanskrit, as we know it, was hardly formed , and could have taken

away with them nothing more than the common family wordstems, and

the general birth -need , or inherent tendency to form their language

according to the common Indo-Germanic canons. The existence

among them , therefore,ofsuch a form , seems to shew that it must have

a higher antiquity than is secured for it by supposing it to be a mere

later Prakrit corruption, and I am therefore inclined to suppose it to

be an original and independent form for past timeas ancient as that in

7 , and existing side by sidewith it, but one which for reasonswe cannot
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yet fathom has not asserted itself in written Sanskrit, unless it be there

represented by the participle in ū or U , a supposition supported by

the known convertibility of the two letters 7 and as exhibited in the

modern Bengáli pronunciation, as also in the form of the Armenian

infinitive in L l as in wbrol sirel, pbebiz bieril, and other words. Be

sides, it may be urged that though the transit of 7 into an is a fact

supported by some good examples, yet as far as the Bhojpuri is con

cerned the tendency is quite the opposite ; ut migrates into T freely

and frequently, but I cannot adduce any instances of T changing

into .

I would here further observe that the written Sanskrit has unfor

tunately attracted the attention of scholars too exclusively . No one who

lives long in India can escape having the conviction forced on him that

the written language is quite inadequate to account for many formsand

facts observable in the modern dialects . These dialects assert for

themselves a high antiquity, and are derived , one cannot doubt, from

an ancient Aryan speech , which is as imperfectly represented in Sans

krit as the speech of the Italian peasantry of their day was repre

sented by Cicero or Virgil . The process of selection which led the

polished Roman to use only stately and euphonious words — a process

which is abundantly exemplified in the pages of modern English

writers — was doubtless at work among the ancient Brahmins ; and the

fact that the cognate Indo-Germanic langnages preserve words not

found in Sanskrit, butwhich can bematched from the stores of humble

and obscure Hindi or Bengálí dialects, is another proof of this fact.

The line taken by Professor Lassen , in his valuable Prakrit Grammar,

of treating all Prakrit words as necessarily modifications of Sanskrit

words, is one which he has borrowed whole from Vararuchi and

Hemachandra, and however excusable in those ancient commentators ,

seems unworthy of an ageof critical research . The elaborate torturing

of a Sanskrit word to make it serve as the etymon of a Prakrit word is

a false and strained proceeding. If weapproached the Prakrit from

the side of the modern vernaculars we should , I think, arrive at a truer

view of its position. But I am wandering from the subject of the pre

sentvotice into a very wide field indeed .

The future appears to be formed of remains of two separate systems;

the first and second persons belonging to one, and the third person to

another. That of the first and second persons is clearly a combination

of the stem with the substantive verb at,which recalls the Latin future
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in bo, bis, etc.; also the prefixed « of the Persian and the 7 of the

Bengáli. The reason why the first person is pronounced in two

syllables while the second person has three, is to be found, I believe, in

the original existence of an in the latter (Hafa ), which modulated

into o and thence into a short å. The third person resembles someof

the formsof the present given in Lassen 's paradigmsof the Maháráshtri

Prakrit , and points to the existence of two futures , — one compounded

with the root H1 , the other with WTF ; the two first persons are remnants

of the first verb as the third person is of the second . The reason for

this it is difficult to discover ; but I maymention that the respectful

form of the imperative , which sounds in classical Hindí jáiye, is often

pronounced , even beyond Bhojpuri limits, júihin atcet ,which is iden

tical in form with the third person plural of the future; and as the

plural is used in most Aryan languages as a mark of politeness and

respect, it is not improbable that the respectful form of the imperative

arose from the same sentiment, and the final et of the plural may be

nothing more than the emphatic particle . Beyond this I cannot at

presentoffer any safe conjecture. The formation of futures, as a rule, in

modern Aryan languages proceeds upon analytical principles, the in

flectional characteristic being more readily lost in this than in other

tenses. Just as we have in the Romance languages a future formed

by the auxiliary “ to have,” so in the modern Indo- Aryans wesee that

recourse is had, in the absence of a possessive verb, to the verbs“ to

be,” “ to go," and the like. Thus in the Hindi the forms gá,gi, gé,

gin , of the future are recognizable as connected with some now lost

relative of the Sanskrit TA ; probably there existed a form UT,' which

would be intermediate between the existing roots TA and on , and thus

we should have a series of roots meaning “ to go, graduallymodulating

from the guttural into the palatal varga ; thus A , T, JT, T, of

wbich aT has left no trace in classical writings. My suggestion that

the third person of the Bhojpuri future points to the verb p rests

upon the Hindi form , which in ordinary conversation is apt to sound

little more than , especially in Eastern Hindustání.

In the pronouns the most remarkable feature is the formation of the

cases . Here, again , we find scholars trying to recall the forms in ase

in the modern dialects to someconnection with the Sanskrit, and I fear

with very bad success. I hazard with much diffidence some remarks

which point in a fresh direction. In the first place it is noticeable that

Westergaard gives OTT, but only as a Vedic word . Rad . Sanscr. p. 2.
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we have in themajority of these languages the same system of genitive

formation with a different class of consonants.

Hindí, at at

Panjábí, ZT ta ut

Marathi, चा ची चे च्या चें , etc.

The effect of these particles, as has been observed from the first, is to

make the governed substantive into an adjective agreeing in its accidents

with the governing substantive, so that instead of saying patris equus

we say virtually paternus equus, and so forth .

In the next place, the ai of the Hindímight,by known laws,modulate

into the w of the Maráthí, if we could safely assign to Hindi, as Hindi,

a higher antiquity than to Maráthí. This is a question which must be

investigated quite apart from any considerations as to the relative posi

tion of the Maharashtrí aud Saurasení Prakrits,because the locale of the

plays being chiefly at Ujjayin, Maháráshțrí probably acquired undue

prominence. It is not possible, I think, to suppose upon known laws

any phonetic connection between the of the Panjábí and the ã of

Hindí. The Panjábí Z , however , can be legitimately connected with

the T of the pronouns of all the languages, and we may here throw in

the ? or 97 of the Bengálí. Thus we have two groups. The Hindi

and Maráthínoun, on the one hand, and the Panjábí and Bengálí noun,

with all the pronouns, on the other . A third element occurs in the

Gujarátí at, which again is found as an accusative in the Panjábí q ,

while the of the Hindí re-appears in the accusative of the Bengali

G® ke. The Nepalese genitive sign is an , which is identical in form

with the sign for the Hindí accusative ; but, in origin , is doubtless a

relic of the old Hindi form ait , which has in modern Hindí been softened

still further into ait . The Sindhi IT system is a still further softening

of the Maráthí q .

With the of the Panjábí agrees the prefixed w d of the Pushtu ,

and perhaps the 92 % of the Armenian accusative. It is further notice

able that at one period of its history Hindi possessed both the õh and

the system , as the latter is found in the poems of the early Hindi

bards generally, and a series with T is shewn in a quatrain given

by M . Garcin de Tassy in a note to his valuable “ Grammaire de la

langne Hindoui.” That distinguished scholar attributes the presence

of these forms to Panjábí influence , and his view is doubtless correct

In the Márwarí dialect of Hindi the genitive is regularly formed by

and 7 m . i fem . This T type also occasionally occurs in the Prithví
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rája , Rása of Chand, which is written in the Bhatří dialect of Hansi

and Sirsa . The facts may be thus summed up :

1 . The machinery for expressing the genitive is identical in nature in

the majority of the languages.

2 . The said machinery differs by the employment of separate charac

teristics in each language.

3 . These characteristics may be reduced into two groups — a linguo

dental and a gutturo- palatal.

4 . In the first group are found Panjábí, Bengálí, and the pronouns

of the two first persons in all the Neo -Aryan languages, and those

of all three persons in Bhojpuri. In the second , Hindi, Maráthí,

and Sindhí.

5 . The characteristics of the genitive in some languages re-appear as

characteristics of other cases in other languages.

The modern languages of the Indo-Germanic family reject as a rule

the inflectional coustruction , and adopt an analytical construction by

means of pre- or affixed particles. In the European languages these

particles are words which in the inflectional period were prepositions

de, ad , per, super, of,out, to, etc. For the genitive relation the pre

position which in the former period expressed “ separation” and “ de

rivation from ,” is de, of, von. Another method of expressing genitive

relation is by the use of relative pronouns. This is one of the Semitic

methods (50 for instance, also ? and ?). On this principle we

should expect a system of palatals from the Sanskrit q :;- and although

it is in Hindí a common vulgarism to use out for GET and so forth ,

yetwe are not prepared to take the interrogative aifor y : though by

this means the a system would receive an appropriate solution . No

thing, however, among the relative pronouns of Sanskrit furnishes an

origin for the linguo-dental system . H : might, it is true, be adduced ;

but the real radical of the series of pronouns is a , and if we took

this we should have to work backwards through the Panjábí Z and an

imaginary 3 to the pronouns in T , which would hardly be consistent

with the universally higher antiquity of pronouns, or account for their

unanimous use of the T in languages which use the a system in their

nouns.

i Von has a genitive relation , though a dative construction ; auf and of hare

got sundered .

° 2 Such as we probably have in the Persian izafa . There is a good Essay , by

Garnett, on the subject of genitives : it is published in the collected volume of

his Essays, which I have not at hand while I write.
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he class.

Dr. Trumpp's ' suggestion of ea for the system , and Bábú

Rájendra Lál Mittra 's of the afformative qe of Sanskrit nouns, both

fail to meet the necessities of the case, as they do not embrace thewhole

group of languages, and the uniformity of the machinery leads us to

look for one general explanation which will satisfy all themembers of

the class.

There remains only themethod adopted by the European languages,

that of using prepositions as signs of case, and this is manifestly in

applicable to the genitive, whatever may be said of other cases. None

of the Sanskrit prepositions can have furnished the elements of the

a system , or of the T system .

It is here that the Bhojpuri throws a new light on the problem . In

the forms at, Tatt, etc., we find both the q and the T element

combined , and the supposition immediately occurs that this is the oldest

and most genuine form . There is a known tendency in languages of

the Aryan family to sunder compound consonants, so that while one

language preserves one of them a second will preserve only the other.

May not this tendency have been at work in the present instance ? If

we assume that the original affix of personality was 5 kr, we have in

the older and more widespread T system a rejection of the a , and in

the more recent a system on the other hand a rejection of the T ,which

latter would be in consonance with the Pali and Prakrit rule of as

similating an T when it is the second member of a compound to the

first meinber, e.g . up for g . As to the origin and meaning of this

affix a kr, I cannot here dilate, but its existence is hinted at by Greek

forms like ňuetepòs, etc. If it could be asserted that the root at

(@ ) were in any way connected with this affix , Dr. Trumpp's theory

would not be altogether out of harmony with mine ; but I am far from

being prepared to admit this point at present.

III.

To return to the Bhojpuri dialect. The vocabulary is in the main

identical with Hindí, but there are many words which are not to be

found in ordinary dictionaries, and which I have never heard beyond

the Bhojpuri area. I give here a list of those which I have been able

to record . I have not attempted to classify them .

1 Journal Royal Asiatic Society, vol. xix . p. 392, etc.

? Though Dr. Trumpp 's suggestion of War for the Panjábí

correct.

VOL. III. — [NEW SERIES.]

is undoubtedly
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dow,
Aunt ,

Uncle,

Father, बपसी Hindi बाप् | Grandfather, आजा

Mother, मतारी, महतारी । Grandmother, front

Pillow , ओठखना onthakhnd
Uncle, fura pater

पितित्रानी ) nal
To peep, gtaat jhånknán

मजशा )
Good, नीमन् niman

Hovmaternal

Aunt, मऊशी

A present, atq ' soghát Nephew , भगोना) sister's

A son's wife, पुतोह putoh | Niece , भगीनी) children.

Younger brother's wife, भहो to be distinguished from बोइ, H. बहू,

which means a married woman in general.

Branch of a tree , डोंघी

A hut in the jungles )

__ used by graziers,
। बथान, also अरार ( Goruckpore)

A cow - shed , घारी,शार

Feeding cattle at night, मेलान , पशर ( especially buffaloes, which in

the hotweather feed best at night).

To run after, पीछवानां

To collect cattle, बेलावना .

To quarrel, टंटा कर्णां, बजनी क०, झोझक , झवर को ,

probably from Ar.ya jabr.

To search for , गशक°, ऊदेस को

To plough, चास क . They say एक चास भेल it has

___ been ploughed once, etc.

An acquaintance, परचे, चीन्हा परचे

To sow , बाउग , बावग क .

To transplant, रोपना

To pull up, कवारना, चोतना

To eat, जेवना, पउनां

Quickly, तुरन्त्, हालदे

Tolook at, तंकनां, कनखिचवना ,ं घुरना

To pass, बीतनां (said of passing time )

To stand, हा रहनां

To stink (neut.) पशानां .

To smell ( act. ) मुंहकना

To sleep , सुतना

Poor, ताधराम

1 The T in these words is not distinguishable in pronunciation from # , though

in writing it is the more frequently used of the two, probably because it is easier

to write . A similar confusion between these two letters exists in Marathi, and to

a still greater extent in Bengali.
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Pice, ढबुत्रा(generallyapplied to thesmall black pice

or lumps of unstamped copper imported

from Nepaul which are current in Chum

parun, and preferred to the Government

pice , as the value of them rises and falls

like the price of goods. They are reck

oned by " gandas " or clusters of four.

From 25 gandas and upwards go to the

seer.

A broom , बड़नी

A basket, दउरा कैंटी
A water -pot,

A platter, थरोत्रा ( H . थाली)

A small water -pot, डुभा ( H. कटोरा), other sorts of pots are

तउला, a large earthenware vessel, the

Hindi ist, and on ata smaller sort.

Shoes,

A walking stick or staff , गोजी, ठेंगा, पईना

A rope, रसरी; जउंर jauir.

A beam, लरही ; परेर parenr.

A post, थुनी

Thatch, छानी

Meat , सगउती

Vegetables, तीअन्

गगरी

पनहीं

नेरेNear,

Far, झांट

Clothes,

Wind,

Sunshine ,

Morning,

Hot,

Cold,

Man,

Woman ,

Slave,

बीआर

घाम

बिनसार ( var. भी . )

तातल

शेराइल

मर्दुआ( Pers.on)

HETTE mihrárú

चेरुया

The guava,

The brinjal,

Ginger,

इनो

भेटा

आदी
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Torai ,

Spinach,

Plantain,

Pepper,

Gourd,

घीऊरा ghiturd or घ्य रा ( a small sort of

cucumber much used as a condiment).

भाजी; Hindi साग or पालकसाग

केरा

मरीचा

लउका

A plough ,

Ploughshare,

Sickle,

Axe,

फाला, फार

हंसुआ

टांगी, टंगारी (small)

ऊखर

मुसर

Pot for husking rice,

Rice- beater ,

Wolf,

Fox,

Cat,

Squirrel,

Fish,

Pigeon ,

Rat ,

हुंरार, हुंडार

खीखीर

बीलार

pat (from Te a tree )

माछ

परेवा

मूंश

माछीFly,

सरपSnake,

Calf,

Heifer ,

Milch cow ,

Buffalo heifer ,

Buffalo,

Wife and family ,

लेक leru

उशर

दोहान

पस

BHmhains

बिकत् ( s. व्यक्ति ). This word is used in a

general sense, a man will say, “ I have

five bikats,” meaning that his family con

sists of five persons ; when only the wife

is alluded to she is called faranit .

Head,

Forehead ,

Neck,

Goître,

Waist ,

Back,

मुर , कपार ( Hindi)

माथा , माथ्

घंट

घेघा a very common disease in Chumparan .

डार

ढीढा
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Hand , बाउन्ह probably from Hindi वाह " arm "

Foot, गोर

This short vocabulary is taken chiefly from notes made at the time

I heard the words. It,and in fact the whole of this article, would have

been more complete bad I not been appointed to another district in

quite a different part of the country , and thus obliged to leave Chum

parun before I had completed my researches. I trust, however, that,

slight as they are, these remarks may suffice to show how much valuable

information , and what an amount of new light on doubtful subjects,

may be expected from a fuller investigation of the rural dialects of

Hindí. In the Bhojpuri we have a dialect spoken by a numerous

population in one of themost fertile and accessible parts of India, one

which counts more speakers than any other dialect of Hindi, and which

yet has remained entirely uncultivated and uninvestigated. The Braj

having attracted the attention of the Musulman invaders, and having

been adopted by them and made to serve as a basis for their copious,

beautiful, and all-pervading Urdú, has usurped the honors due to its

sister dialects, and is in return deprived of the light which they might

throw on its otherwise obscure formations.

If at a future time I should have further opportunities of investigating

the Bhojpuri, I shall endeavour to collect ballads and old songs,

sunnuds and title deeds, in the hope that the older forms of the

dialect may thus be brought to light. I do not, however , think much

is likely to be done in this way, as I observe that the wording of

ballads is apt to get modernized ,when they are not reduced to writing ,

and from the fact that Chumparun was so long a jungle, there are not

likely to be many old title deeds in existence . It is, however, pre

eminently a district for archæologists. There is a large Buddhist tope

at Kesarea (called by the people Raja Bhím 's house ); two Asoka pillars

at places named after them Louria (laur = pallos) ; the vast ruins of

the ancient city of Simraon ;' and many old temples. Mud forts exist

in the northern part of the district, and in one place there is a re

? In 1835 the remains of walls, a large reservoir, ditches, a brick causeway,
palace, citadel, and temple of richly carved stone, were still standing . Simraon

was founded by Manyupa Deva in A . D . 1097, his sixth successor, Hari Singha

Deva, was defeated by Toghlak Shah in 1322, and fled to Kathmándo, where he

established his throne. Simraon has been in ruins since that time. The king

dom when at its height extended from the Kosi to the Gandak, and from the

foot of the hills to the Ganges. See Journal Asiatic Society, Bengal, March ,

1835 . The ruins have been much diminished since that date ; a few fine sculp

tures still remain , and the mounds marking the old line of walls enclose an im .

mense area .
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markable collection of them , called Bawan Garhi or the Fifty -two forts.

In all these places, as well as in the strange tower-like mounds which

exist here and there, there might be found old copper plates of grants

of land and so forth . In short, there is much to be done in the way

both of linguistic and archæologieal enquiry and discovery in this in

teresting district ; it is to be hoped that some one will one day or other

take up the task . It is also to be hoped that we shall soon cease to

hear the modern languages of India sneered at as rude and unworthy

of attention . This way of talking was originated by the Orientalist

school of English in India forty years ago, who enchanted with the

discoveries which were being made at that time in Sanskrit, and not

yet emancipated from the frigid classicality of the last century, could

spare no time for the examination of the living vernaculars. It is now

considered ridiculous to speak of Italian and French as miserable

modern jargons; and consistency demands that we should not treat

Hindi or Maráthí with contempt either, or consider that time as wasted

which is spent in investigations into the arcana of their structure and

origin .
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